Introduction
============

It is estimated that 240,000 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer in 2013 making it the most commonly diagnosed non-cutaneous neoplasm in men in the U.S. Between 2006 and 2010, the median age at diagnosis of prostate cancer was 66 years. The age-adjusted incidence rate is 152.0 per 100,000 men per year. African American men have the highest incidence of disease at 228.5 per 100,000 men per year. Approximately 16% of men born today will be diagnosed with this disease in their lifetime and approximately 30,000 men will die from prostate cancer this year making it the second leading cause of cancer mortality in the U.S [@B1]. The importance of treating this disease and monitoring the success of these treatments cannot be overstated with regard to the impact it has on the healthcare system. There are many effective treatment options in the definitive treatment of prostate cancer.

Prior to the PSA-era, the effectiveness of treatment was judged by a lack of clinical progression or a resolution of symptoms. With the advent of PSA in the 1980s, monitoring of therapeutic success after completion of primary treatment for prostate cancer, while imperfect, was vastly improved over monitoring of clinical signs and symptoms as was historically solely relied upon. For all of the recent controversy surrounding PSA as a screening tool leading to sweeping changes in the recommendations for its use for the purpose of early detection, PSA remains the standard of practice in monitoring the state of disease in the post-treatment setting. Furthermore, as imaging techniques improve, more effective monitoring of disease response on the basis of anatomical and functional indicators is becoming possible. The purpose of this manuscript is to examine the current approaches, challenges and the future of monitoring treatment responses for patients with prostate cancer.

Current Standard Treatment Options for Prostate Cancer
======================================================

Treatment for prostate cancer, like all cancers, is optimized according to stage of disease. **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** describes the American Joint Committee on Cancer Tumor-Node-Metastasis (AJCC TNM) staging system for prostate cancer. While TNM staging is important, it is not well suited for deciding the best treatment for a patient with prostate cancer. The reason for this limitation is the considerable heterogeneity of prognosis within each stage category. The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) has stratified patients with prostate cancer into prognostic risk groups based on the pre-treatment serum PSA, biopsy Gleason score and clinical stage [@B2].

**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** shows the stratification of the groups according to risk: very low risk, low risk, intermediate risk, high risk and very high risk disease. The very low risk group includes T1c disease with Gleason score ≤ 6, PSA \< 10, \< 3 positive biopsy cores and ≤ 50% in any core and a PSA density \< 0.15 ng/ml/g. The low risk group includes stage T1-T2a disease and Gleason score ≤ 6 and a PSA \< 10. The intermediate risk group includes stage T2b/T2c disease or Gleason score 7 or PSA 10 to 20. The high risk group includes stage T3a or Gleason score 8 to 10 or PSA \> 20; and, the very high risk group includes those patients with T3b or T4 disease. The treatment options for the risk stratified subgroups may consist of active surveillance, surgery (both radical prostatectomy and robotic assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy), brachytherapy, external beam radiation therapy (photon IMRT, protons, cyberknife etc.), androgen deprivation therapy, chemotherapy or a combination of 2 or more of the above modalities. The treatment decision depends on the patient\'s risk group assigned at diagnosis, the patient\'s projected survival and the patient-specific preferences.

In addition to the NCCN guidelines, other sources offer "best-practice" advice and guidelines to aid health care providers and their patients in making the most informed decisions regarding the treatment options for this disease. The guidelines outlined by the National Guideline Clearinghouse (NGC), which is an initiative of the agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, were designed to provide an accessible mechanism for obtaining objective, detailed information on clinical practice guidelines for the treatment of prostate cancer and to further their dissemination, implementation and clinical use [@B3]. In 2008, The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) released guidelines and recommendations regarding the treatment and care of men with prostate cancer in the National Health Service (NHS) in England and Wales [@B4]. Both the American Urological Society and the European Association of Urology (EUA) offer detailed guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of men with prostate cancer [@B5],[@B6]. While there are subtle differences between the guidelines, treatment options outlined in each are fairly consistent and stratified by risk/stage classification. **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}** lists standard treatment options based on tumor stage recommended by all mentioned guidelines.

Very low-risk disease
---------------------

Very low risk disease is defined as follows: Serum PSA \< 10 ng/ml (and PSA density \< 0.15 ng/ml/g) [and]{.ul} Gleason Score ≤ 6 (and \< 3 positive cores and ≤ 50% of any one core) [and]{.ul} Clinical Stage T1-T2a. The main goal in a patient with very low risk disease is active surveillance if the life expectancy is estimated to be \< 20 years. When a patient with a life expectancy of \< 10 years presents with all of the *very low risk* disease characteristics listed in **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**, Serum PSA should be checked at least as often as every six months and a digital rectal examination (DRE) should be performed at least as often as every 12 months. When a patient with very low risk disease presents with a life expectancy of \> 10 years but \< 20 years a serum PSA should be performed at least as often as every six months and a DRE performed as often as every 12 months. A repeat prostate biopsy should also be performed at least as often as every 12 months. If the life expectancy is ≥ 20 years on presentation with very low risk prostate cancer then the goal of treatment is cure and the patient is treated according to the low risk algorithm below.

Low-risk disease
----------------

Low risk disease is defined by the following parameters: PSA \< 10 ng/ml [and]{.ul} Gleason Score ≤ 6 [and]{.ul} Clinical Stage T1-T2a. The main goal of treatment in a patient with low-risk disease is cure. When a patient presents with low-risk disease, as specified in **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**, and has a projected life expectancy estimated to be \< 10 years the treatment choices include active surveillance, external beam radiation therapy or brachytherapy. If the life expectancy on presentation of low-risk disease is estimated to be ≥ 10 years the treatment options include those above for patients with a life expectancy of \< 10 years, but also includes the additional treatment option of radical prostatectomy +/- lymph node dissection depending on the patient\'s suitability for surgery (operability) and personal treatment preference.

Intermediate-risk disease
-------------------------

Intermediate risk disease is defined by the following parameters: PSA of 10-20 ng/ml [or]{.ul} Gleason Score = 7 [or]{.ul} Clinical Stage T2b-T2c. The main goal of treatment for a patient diagnosed with intermediate-risk prostate cancer is cure. When a patient presents with intermediate-risk disease as outlined in **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** and has an estimated life expectancy of \< 10 years, the treatment options include external beam radiation therapy +/- androgen deprivation, with or without an interstitial brachytherapy boost or expectant management. If the life expectancy of the patient presenting with intermediate-risk disease is ≥ 10 years radical prostatectomy +/- lymph node dissection is an excellent option depending on the patient\'s preference and suitability for surgery. There is debate about the preferred management of this disease as few randomized trials have compared effectiveness between primary treatments. Treatment choice may also be influenced by the functional impact of treatment including potential loss of erectile dysfunction, urinary incontinence or other side effects from treatments, which have been documented in the literature [@B7].

High-risk disease
-----------------

The following parameters define high risk prostate cancer: PSA ≥ 20 ng/ml [or]{.ul} Gleason Score 8-10 [or]{.ul} Clinical Stage T3a. The main goal of treatment in a patient diagnosed with high-risk prostate cancer is cure. Radiation therapy given in combination with androgen deprivation for 2-3 years has shown to significantly improve disease-free survival [@B8]-[@B10]. Radiation therapy should include the pelvic lymph nodes if their risk of involvement exceeds 15% [@B11]. Radical prostatectomy plus pelvic lymph node dissection may be considered in highly selected patients with low-volume disease without fixation to the pelvic musculature or skeleton [@B2]. The use of systemic chemotherapy in combination with radiation therapy and androgen suppression is under investigation, but currently plays no role in locally advanced high-risk prostate cancer. Androgen deprivation therapy alone may be used as a stabilizing agent to delay disease progression in a patient with locally advanced high-risk disease whose life expectancy is estimated to be \< 10 years. If a patient is not a good surgical candidate or if he is not a good candidate for radiation therapy (including inflammatory bowel disease or prior radiation therapy), isolated androgen deprivation therapy may be used.

Very high-risk disease
----------------------

Very high risk disease is defined as clinical stage T3b to T4 (locally advanced) disease. The treatment options for patients with very high-risk disease are the same as those for patients with high-risk disease, noted above.

Metastatic disease
------------------

The main goal of the treatment for metastatic prostate cancer is palliation of symptoms. The primary treatment of choice for metastatic prostate cancer is androgen deprivation with an LHRH agonist or antagonist. Patients will usually receive a nonsteroidal anti-androgen (e.g., bicalutamide) for a few days prior to and for a week following the initiation of LHRH agonist. It has been shown that the addition of a first-generation bisphosphonate improves overall survival in men with metastatic prostate cancer [@B12]. It is also recommended that an intravenous bisphosphonate (e.g., zoledronic acid) be given in the presence of castrate-resistant metastatic disease to reduce the number of skeletal-related events [@B13]. A randomized trial showed that toremifene, a selective estrogen receptor modulator, significantly decreased the incidence of new vertebral fractures in men receiving androgen deprivation therapy for metastatic prostate cancer [@B14]. It also significantly improved bone mineral density, bone turnover markers and serum lipid profiles. A newer agent, Denosumab (Xgeva) which is a human monoclonal antibody that inhibits RANK ligand, has been found to be superior to the bisphosphonate zoledronic acid in preventing skeletal-related events in patients with advanced prostate cancer and bone metastases [@B15].

Systemic chemotherapy should be reserved for castrate-resistant metastatic disease. Docetaxel chemotherapy is the current standard of care for metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer [@B16],[@B17]. In patients with metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer experiencing progression after initial chemotherapy with a docetaxel-based regimen, oral satraplatin has been shown to delay progression of disease as well as disease-related pain [@B18]. Alternative regimens for disease nonresponsive to preferred chemotherapy include abiraterone, mitoxantrone or carbazitaxel [@B2]. Sipuleucel -T is recommended for asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic patients with castrate-resistant metastatic disease and an ECOG performance status of 0-1. It is not recommended for patients with visceral disease and a life expectancy of \< 6 months [@B19].

External beam radiation therapy in palliative doses can be given to sites of painful bony metastases. Radiation may include a single fraction or a more protracted 1- or 2- week course depending on normal tissue toxicity and patient convenience. Systemic radiation therapy (e.g., strontium-90, samarium-153) has been used in the past to relieve pain from bony metastases [@B20]. Recently Radium-223 has been FDA-approved for use in the treatment of metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer. It is a calcium mimetic that localizes to bone and delivers radiation directly to bone metastases by emitting an alpha particle. It has shown efficacy at both preventing skeletal-related events and prolonging overall survival [@B21].

Treatment Options under Clinical Evaluation for Locally Advanced Prostate Cancer
================================================================================

Cryotherapy
-----------

Cryotherapy is a technique whereby, under ultrasound guidance, special metal rods are inserted through the perineum into the prostate. Highly purified argon gas is used to cool the tips of the rods and freeze the surrounding tissue, thereby killing the prostate cancer. A catheter filled with warm saline prevents the urethra from freezing during cryotherapy. Impotence occurs in up to 90% of cases. The method has been studied as a salvage therapy after primary treatment failure [@B22], but also is now being studied in the primary treatment of organ-confined prostate cancer [@B23]. The poor quality of available studies makes it difficult to determine the relative benefits of this modality. Randomized trials are needed to fully evaluate the potential of cryotherapy in patients with prostate cancer [@B24].

High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)
----------------------------------------

In HIFU therapy, high-intensity ultrasound beams are precisely focused on diseased tissue, raising the temperature within the target tissue to between 65^o^C and 85^o^C, destroying the diseased tissue by coagulation necrosis. This treatment is currently being studied in the United States. There have been a number of studies in Asia showing a potential benefit to HIFU in localized prostate cancer, but this is not currently an accepted standard of practice [@B25]-[@B28].

Focal Therapy
-------------

Focal treatment in prostate cancer has been shown to be a potential treatment of recurrent disease [@B29]-[@B31]. Definitive focal therapy is an emerging treatment modality for localized prostate cancer that aims to reduce the morbidity seen with radical therapy, while maintaining cancer control. Focal therapy treatment strategies attempt to minimize damage to normal tissue, especially anatomic structures that are important functional determinants: the neurovascular bundles, external sphincter, bladder neck and rectum. There are a number of ablative technologies that can deliver energy to destroy cancer cells as part of a focal therapy strategy. The most widely investigated are cryotherapy and high-intensity focused ultrasound, as mentioned above [@B30],[@B31]. Existing radical therapies, such as brachytherapy and external beam radiotherapy, also have the potential to be applied in a focal manner [@B29]. Recent Phase I/II data has been promising indicating a potential role for definitive focal therapy [@B32]. The Index Study was proposed this year and represents the first prospective multicenter trial to evaluate the outcomes of a tissue preserving strategy for localized prostate cancer [@B33].

Monitoring Treatment Response in Prostate Cancer
================================================

Overview of Current Standard Approaches to Monitoring treatment Response
------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is important to monitor patients after definitive treatment for prostate cancer in order to identify locally recurrent disease at a point where further curative treatments may be employed. Equally important is the need to identify and treat complications of the initial therapy. The cornerstone of follow-up in monitoring for treatment response after definitive treatment for prostate cancer is the PSA. In one study it was shown that 45% of patients experienced recurrence in the first two years, 77% in the first five years and 96% by ten years following definitive therapy [@B34]. It has also been shown that a serum PSA recurrence nearly always precedes a clinical recurrence [@B35]. Therefore, the current standard for monitoring includes serum PSA every 6 to 12 months for the first five years of post-treatment surveillance and then annually after that [@B2],[@B6]. PSA testing every three months may be recommended for men at high risk of recurrence. Because, on rare occasions, a local recurrence may occur in the absence of an elevated PSA, digital rectal examinations should be done annually [@B2],[@B6]. Any new nodule felt on physical exam should raise suspicion of recurrent disease.

Prostate cancer is unique among cancers in that it usually has no associated symptoms and is rarely measured radiographically. The biomarker, PSA, is a "leading indicator" in prostate cancer detection and is often the first and only sign that cancer is present. The use of PSA to monitor treatment response, although not perfect, has for years been the gold standard by which various curative approaches are compared.

Transrectal Ultrasound (TRUS) and biopsy are not a part of the recommended routine monitoring after treatment for prostate cancer. Ultrasound alone is never used in the absence of a biopsy and the combination is only used to obtain pathologic confirmation of a local recurrence identified by serum PSA and/or DRE.

A bone scan is not routinely used in monitoring treatment response in asymptomatic patients. It is, however used to further evaluate a rising serum PSA in the absence of symptoms or to evaluate new symptoms in the presence or absence of a detectable PSA. Furthermore computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) currently have no well-defined role in monitoring for routine treatment response after definitive treatment in the absence of symptoms or a detectable PSA. Multiparametric prostate MRI is, however gaining increased acceptance for the assessment of response to treatment and will be discussed later in this manuscript. A CT scan may be used as a secondary staging study to further evaluate for potential salvage treatments after a diagnosis of recurrence has been made.

Current approaches and challenges, in addition to the potential future directions, for monitoring treatment responses will differ slightly depending on which specific therapeutic modality was used in the initial phase of treatment of the disease and will be looked at separately.

Current State of Objective Response Criteria in Prostate Cancer
---------------------------------------------------------------

Objective response criteria in oncology are important as they represent the standard by which the efficacy of therapeutic agents is determined in cancer trials. Bone metastases are a common manifestation of advanced prostate cancer with an incidence of up to 70% in autopsy studies [@B36]. Measuring response to treatment of prostate cancer can be both subjective and objective. The subjective relief of pain, neurologic deficits or obstructive symptoms can be more important to the patient than an objective response to treatment however, measuring an objective tumor response is important when measuring and comparing effectiveness of treatments. The first generation of these response criteria was the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) published in 1977 [@B37] and the World Health Organization (WHO) published in 1979 [@B38]. Since those criteria were published, the quality and diagnostic accuracy of imaging modalities have improved tremendously and have been replaced with more up-to-date response criteria. However, none of them, even today, apply to prostate cancer, as they remain inefficient.

The most commonly used set of criteria to measure response to treatment is the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) originally published in 2000 [@B39]. These criteria focus predominantly on the physical measurement of solid tumors. The response criteria used to determine objective tumor response include *complete response* which is the disappearance of all target lesions, *partial response* which is at least a 30% decrease in the sum of diameters of target lesions, *progressive disease* which is defined as a 20% or greater increase in the sum of diameters of target lesions; and, *stable disease,* which is defined by insufficient shrinkage or increase in target lesion dimensions. In the RECIST criteria, bone metastases are considered too difficult to measure objectively and are designated as unmeasurable [@B39]. The updated RECIST 1.1 criteria include bone metastases as target lesions when they have associated soft tissue components measuring \>/= 10mm [@B40]. Therefore the majority of bone metastases from prostate cancer are still considered unmeasurable according to these updated criteria and their response to treatment cannot be measured quantitatively. However, should the imaged bone metastases increase 20% in the sum of the greatest tumor diameters, they may contribute to the classification of overall patient response through the designation, \'*unequivocal progression\'* [@B40].

Other criteria have been developed that consider the difficulty in evaluating bone metastases objectively. In 2004, the University of Texas, MD Anderson Cancer Center developed a bone-specific set of response criteria (MDA Criteria) that incorporated both CT and MRI, and include both quantitative and qualitative assessments of the behavior of bone metastases [@B41]. In one study retrospectively comparing the MDA criteria with the WHO criteria, the MDA criteria were shown to better differentiate responders from nonresponders [@B42]. A recently published prospective comparison showed that both the WHO criteria and MDA criteria predicted progression free survival (PFS) at six months based on the binary classification of progressive disease or non-progressive disease, but these rates, as well as overall survival did not differ at 3 months [@B43].

The next generation of response criteria emerged in 2009, with the publication of the PERCIST criteria. Taking advantage of the functional measurement of FDG-PET and the increased glucose metabolism in most solid tumors, an effort was made to publish updated objective response criteria aimed at standardizing with increasing accuracy functional response of metastatic lesions to treatment [@B44]. The addition of "functional measurement" allowed the percentage of change in metabolic activity from baseline and the number of weeks since the initiation of therapy to be recorded to provide a continuous plot of tumor activity and treatment response. These functional measurements were not adopted by the RECIST working group in their revisions because of the difficulty in standardizing PET/CT evaluations [@B40].

Challenges in the application of Objective Response Criteria in Prostate Cancer
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In one publication, patients enrolled on institutional review board-approved trials were assessed [@B45]. In addition to the application of RECIST-defined outcome measures for tumor regression in the metastatic patient cohorts, the RECIST criteria were also applied to the states of a rising PSA and localized disease as well. When using the RECIST criteria only 43.5% of men with castrate metastatic and 16% of noncastrate metastatic disease had measurable lesions. More significant was the fact that there were no target lesions defined in patients with a rising PSA and localized disease. In fact, the PSA based eligibility and outcomes under RECIST conflict with the accepted standards of reporting rising PSA in the post-treatment state. According to the RECIST criteria, tumor marker values are recorded as "normal" or "abnormal" [@B39],[@B40], when in reality, monitoring PSA after treatment for any stage of prostate cancer currently occurs across a broad spectrum of values with varying definitions of recurrence based on which initial treatment modality was pursued.

Another challenge in the application of the RECIST criteria to prostate cancer patients is that the presence or absence of symptoms is not considered an eligibility criterion [@B41]. While overall survival is usually the desired endpoint in most studies, the palliation of pain [@B46] and the reduction in the risk of skeletal metastases [@B47] have also been used to measure the success of treatment regimens in prostate cancer.

Future Application of Objective Response Criteria in Prostate Cancer
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Whereas most solid tumors may be assessed reliably with the RECIST criteria, prostate cancer cannot. The inability to include the treatment response of an "unmeasurable\' bone metastasis or a detectable PSA after a prostatectomy underscores this challenge and makes it difficult to accurately and consistently monitor disease in the post-treatment setting. With the increased number of treatment options for prostate cancer, both localized and castrate-resistant disease, one must be able to measure success of treatment according to the treatment objective for the individual agent and in the individual patient to whom it is offered. While a "one shoe fits all" approach may be appropriate for some solid tumors, monitoring treatment response in prostate cancer must be tailored to the individual management scenario, whether that initial modality is active surveillance, surgery, radiation or treatment for metastatic disease.

Current Approaches in Monitoring Disease During Active Surveillance
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In 2010, the NCCN guidelines introduced a new risk stratification category called "very low risk" that incorporated the most stringent disease criteria to include clinical stage T1-T2a disease with a PSA \< 10ng/ml ( with a PSA velocity of \< 0.15ng/ml/g) and \< 3 cores positive with \< 50% involvement of Gleason score 3+3. Active surveillance is recommended as the sole initial approach for men who have a life expectancy of \> 20 years [@B2]. In the 2011 updated NCCN Guidelines, active surveillance monitoring was made more rigorous for men in the "very low risk" category and now includes a serum PSA every six months, a digital rectal (prostate) exam (DRE) should be performed as often as every 6 months but at least every 12 months and a repeat biopsy should be considered as often as every 12 months. Repeat biopsies are not indicated in men \>75 years of age or in those with a life expectancy \< 10 years [@B2]. A recent cohort study published in 2010 showed, at a median follow-up of 6.8 years, a 10-year overall survival of 68% in patients undergoing active surveillance [@B48]. At 10 years, the disease-specific survival was 97.2% with 62% of men still alive on active surveillance. Of the 30% of men who subsequently underwent definitive treatment 48% had a PSA doubling time of \< 3 years, 27% had a Gleason score progression on repeat biopsy and 10% were treated as a result of patient preference.

Challenges in Monitoring During Active Surveillance
---------------------------------------------------

The biggest challenge in monitoring patients under active surveillance is, knowing when to make the decision to offer definitive treatment, and when to continue surveillance. Generally there are three reasons that a person will proceed with treatment: 1) Gleason score progression, 2) a rapidly rising PSA (increasing PSA velocity) or 3) patient anxiety. A Gleason score progression is less controversial and an increase on a subsequent biopsy to \>/= 7 would warrant consideration of definitive treatment.

PSA kinetics (PSA doubling time and PSA velocity) are less helpful when determining disease progression. Historically, a PSA doubling time with a cut-off value ranging from ≤ 2 years to ≤ 4 years was a criterion for active treatment [@B6]. However, in a study of 290 men who met the criteria for active surveillance, 35% developed pathologic progression at a median follow up of 2.9 years. PSA doubling time was not significantly associated with subsequent adverse biopsy findings and PSA velocity was only marginally significant suggesting that PSA kinetics do not reliably predict disease biology [@B49]. Furthermore, a potential challenge in monitoring during active surveillance is a rising PSA in the presence of a consistently negative biopsy. There is growing evidence to suggest that the use of MRI may be beneficial in finding more "anteriorly" situated tumors that may not be readily sampled during a standard transrectal biopsy [@B50].

Patient anxiety has been shown to be a significant factor in the decision to proceed with definitive treatment, and might affect up to 10% of patients who undergo treatment for prostate cancer [@B51]. It has more recently been suggested that the psychosocial aspect or burden of living with prostate cancer plays a substantial role in adherence to active surveillance and outcomes of men with the disease [@B52]. Effective clinician education and counseling as well as early referral to supplemental support services should be implemented to alleviate these fears that may precipitate unnecessary treatment. Another challenge of active surveillance may be the discordance between a rising PSA and a continued negative biopsy.

Caution also needs to be taken when using guidelines for surveillance. The NICE guidelines were published based mainly on data from heavily screened patients in North America. It was shown recently that these criteria should not be used when counseling men in the United Kingdom with regard to active surveillance [@B53]. Seven hundred consecutive men treated for prostate cancer from 2005 by robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy (RALP) were included. Patients satisfying NICE criteria for low-risk disease (PSA level \< 10 ng/mL and Gleason score ≤ 6 and stage cT1-2a) had their pathological samples analyzed for advanced disease, defined as extracapsular extension (ECE: pT3), seminal vesicle involvement (SVI), Gleason sum 7, or 8-10 or node-positive disease. In all, 275 patients (39.2%) met the NICE low-risk criteria, but pathologically advanced disease was found in 37.2% of this group who would not have been considered for active surveillance.

Current Approaches in Monitoring Treatment Response after Surgery
-----------------------------------------------------------------

### Pathology

Several surgical options are available for removal of the prostate gland. Whether an open retropubic radical prostatectomy, a DaVinci robotic prostatectomy (or robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy), or radical perineal prostatectomy is performed, the goal is the complete removal of the prostate gland and all cancerous cells. Pathologic analysis of prostatectomy specimens is the first tool used to measure surgical outcome and plays an important role in predicting \'biochemical-free survival\'. Adverse prognostic indicators such as high Gleason scores, positive surgical margins, extracapsular extension, and seminal vesicle involvement are independent risk factors for recurrent disease and are the standard measures used to determine outcome and the need for adjuvant or salvage therapy [@B34], [@B54]-[@B59]. Recurrence rates exceeding 50% in patients with these adverse pathologic features have been reported [@B60],[@B61]. Three randomized trials to include SWOG 8794, EORTC 22911, and ARO 96-02 have documented significant improvements in biochemical recurrence-free survival when adjuvant radiotherapy following prostatectomy was compared with prostatectomy alone [@B60]-[@B63]. There now is enough evidence to support adjuvant radiotherapy for adverse pathologic findings to include seminal vesicle invasion, positive surgical margins and extraprostatic extension; as such, the new AUA/ASTRO guidelines recommend informing patients of the benefits and offering adjuvant radiotherapy [@B63].

Gleason score is another pathologic measure used following surgery. A Gleason score of 8 or greater has been associated with a higher incidence of biochemical relapse and reduced prostate cancer specific survival [@B34]. This is not a surprise as high risk Gleason scores are one of the strongest indicators of metastatic disease. Micro-metastatic disease in this setting is considered to be the primary reason for a rising PSA.

Some controversy exists regarding the value of lymphovascular invasion (LVI) in assessing radical prostatectomy specimens, but most recent studies have found LVI to be important. Yee and colleagues from Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center have demonstrated the presence of LVI in approximately 10% of 1200 recent prostatectomy specimens. Clear evidence of tumor in endothelial spaces was required to designate a tumor specimen as having lymphovascular invasion (LVI). LVI was shown to correlate with other well-established predictors of biochemical relapse such as Gleason score, extracapsular extension and nodal involvement. In fact, \>50% of patients with positive nodes demonstrated LVI. In multi-variate analysis, the presence of LVI was minimally helpful; the authors suspected that follow-up was too short for an additional variable to contribute much to accuracy of estimating prognosis over that provided by standard pathologic features [@B64].

These findings are similar to those of Shariat et al who demonstrated LVI in 5% of approximately 600 prostatectomy specimens. LVI was associated with extracapsular extension beyond the prostate, seminal vesicle involvement and positive surgical margins. On univariate analysis, LVI significantly correlated with biochemical relapse but was not found to be an independent prognostic factor for biochemical relapse on multivariate analysis. LVI was, however, associated with both metastases and death. These same researchers found that while peri-neural involvement was also associated with other worrisome pathological features, it was not independently prognostic for metastases or death [@B65].

May et al also found LVI in 10% of prostatectomy specimens. Similar to other studies, LVI correlated with pre-operative PSA, Gleason score and seminal vesicle involvement. Unlike most other studies, however, LVI was also associated with biochemical relapse on multi-variate analysis [@B66].

Older studies did not show LVI to be an independent predictor of relapse, but in 2007, the Association of Directors of Anatomic and Surgical Pathology finally changed their recommendations to include reporting of LVI. Prior to that, LVI reporting was considered optional [@B67].

The presence of lymph node metastases at the time of radical prostatectomy has long been regarded as a poor prognostic sign. Early in the PSA era and prior to the PSA era, if a positive lymph node was identified at the beginning of a radical prostatectomy, the prostatectomy was often aborted. The disease was then treated without curative intent. The incidence of positive nodes has certainly declined in the PSA era. Some centers such as the Mayo clinic however, have taken an aggressive treatment approach to lymph node positive disease. Cheng et al were among the first to demonstrate that radical prostatectomy including bilateral pelvic lymphadenectomy plus orchiectomy was superior to orchiectomy alone. The early reports were not randomized trials and the level of evidence did not meet today\'s standards to broadly impact clinical practice [@B68]. Messing et al reported a prospective trial on behalf of the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group that immediate androgen deprivation was superior to a delayed approach in node positive patients [@B69]. The initial study was criticized for lack of centralized review among other issues but the results were confirmed with follow-up analysis [@B70]. Despite these studies, there is no definite consensus on what is the best approach for lymph node positive disease.

### PSA

In addition to pathologic review, serum PSA is obtained to measure surgical outcome. Within four to six weeks following surgery, it is expected that PSA should be "zero" based on the biomarker\'s half -life of only 2-3 days. Biochemical failure defined by the AUA is a PSA of \>0.2ng/mL on two or more measures [@B71]. However, many clinicians now consider any consistent value \>0.1ng/mL to be indicative of recurrence and worthy of consideration for salvage treatment. If PSA never falls to the undetectable level following surgery and/or is rapidly rising, the implication is that systemic disease or at least a component of systemic disease is present [@B72]. If the PSA rises slowly or if the rise occurs after being undetectable for two or more years then this predicts a local only recurrence within the prostatic bed [@B34],[@B73].

Numerous retrospective studies have shown the benefits of salvage radiation therapy once biochemical recurrence after prostatectomy is present [@B74]. Defining the optimal PSA level to be used as the threshold for initiation of the therapy is much more complicated. There exists controversy over when a biochemical failure represents clinically significant disease that requires salvage treatments and if earlier therapy provides superior outcomes. King from UCLA performed a systematic review of over 60 published salvage radiation therapy studies of which 41 met the selection criteria looking at biochemical relapse as related to the PSA level at the start of radiation. He found that relapse free survival was compromised on an average 2.6% for each 0.1 ng/mL rise in the pretreatment PSA. The range of PSA was 0.25-3.7 ng/mL. When he extrapolated, he found that when radiation was initiated with a PSA level of 0.2 or less, relapse free survival approached 64% [@B75]. Stephenson et al. developed a nomogram looking at predictors for salvage radiation and found an improved biochemical response to treatment when the treatment was initiated prior to a PSA level of 1ng/mL [@B76].

One study has shown a somewhat surprising association between PSA doubling time after radical prostatectomy and response to salvage irradiation. In a retrospective analysis of 635 men treated at Johns Hopkins medical center, patients with a PSA doubling time of \< 6 months actually showed a survival advantage compared to those with longer doubling times. While men with PSA doubling time \< 6 months did worse overall compared to their counterparts with longer doubling times, they seemed to receive the most benefit from salvage therapy. The implication is that men with longer doubling times may have biologically less aggressive disease [@B77].

A recent study by Karlin et al. made an interesting observation regarding PSA thresholds for salvage radiotherapy relative to Gleason score. After adjusting for margin status, their data suggest that patients with Gleason score 8 - 10 should be offered salvage treatment at the earliest detectable point while patients with Gleason score ≤7 may have the opportunity to be followed [@B78].

Outcome measures after prostatectomy are multi-factorial and should include pathologic features, PSA parameters such as supersensitive PSA and PSA kinetics, and need to be considered collectively when used to predict for biochemical recurrence. These measures can help determine those candidates that are more likely to benefit from adjuvant or salvage therapies as well as help determine the best time to initiate the therapy in order to maximize patient outcomes.

Challenges in Monitoring Treatment Response after Surgery
---------------------------------------------------------

There are many challenges of monitoring treatment response in prostate cancer, mainly which center around the use of PSA as the marker of disease. Whether prostate cancer is treated with surgery, radiation or other forms of therapy, PSA is really the only current tool that is readily available, standardized, and utilized in the community setting. All prostate cells produce PSA; however, not all prostate cancer cells produce PSA in a direct correlation with tumor volume. Poorly differentiated tumors may lack the expression of PSA; therefore it may not measure accurately the burden of disease [@B79].

Another problem with PSA as a leading indicator of disease is that the presence of PSA does not reveal the location of disease. Distinguishing between locally persistent disease vs. metastatic disease is a dilemma for accurate treatment decisions. Often patients are given the benefit of the doubt and offered salvage treatment with the hopes that the observed PSA elevation represents local disease. The practitioners are faced with trying to incorporate multiple variables such as pathologic factors, PSA kinetics, and patient factors including age, co-morbidities, and expected longevity.

Although PSA can potentially detect the presence of cancer cells, it can also detect the presence of normal prostate cells. Detectable PSA after radical prostatectomy is universally felt to be due to residual or recurrent prostate cancer. There is a small possibility that detectable but very low and stable PSA, may be due to retained benign tissue. There are reports of surgical margins with benign tissue as high as 58% in robotic assisted laparoscopic prostatectomies [@B80]. To date, there are no published reports that conclusively demonstrate a higher rate of PSA recurrence to be associated with specimens with benign glands at the margin. Godoy et al wrote that in a properly performed radical prostatectomy, measurable PSA attributed to retained benign prostatic tissue should be an extraordinarily rare event [@B81]. Still it may be prudent to have a period of close observation for patients with very low but detectable stable PSA in the range \< 0.2 ng/ml.

Other normal tissue cells may also produce PSA. PSA immunoreactivity has been found in some non-prostatic tissues in small amounts such as parotid gland, apocrine glands of the skin, bladder, ovary, pancreatic tissues and breast [@B82]-[@B85]. In fact, efforts have been made to investigate PSA utilization as a marker of breast cancer but with little success [@B85]. Diagnostic dilemmas have been reported in the setting of treated prostate cancer and the development of a parotid oncocytoma. Contribution to serum PSA from any other source other than prostate tissues should be an extremely rare event, but as PSA assays become more sensitive, it is prudent to keep in mind that PSA is not only produced by prostatic tissues [@B83].

Current Approaches in Monitoring Treatment Response after Radiation Therapy and Other Treatment Modalities
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One disadvantage with radiotherapy as definitive management of prostate cancer is the lack of pathologic analysis. Pathology is a strong tool used to help predict which patients may need additional interventions and when salvage treatments should be administered. Current post-radiation therapy outcome measures lack pathologic analysis and must rely only on PSA response as a biochemical predictor of prostate cancer death. Defining PSA response after radiation treatments has been difficult because the expected level, or nadir, as well as the time to nadir can vary widely between patients. Because the prostate remains intact, normal prostate cells can still produce a "background" level of PSA, which complicates the interpretation compared with the more clearly defined "undetectable" level, expected after surgery.

### Defining PSA Nadir following radiation

A PSA nadir is defined as the low point to which the PSA falls after therapy. This level is not an absolute and can be highly variable between patients. In fact, the PSA nadir can fluctuate. As long as the nadir remains consistent, then radiation therapy is measured as a success. So in other words, the measure of outcome with radiation therapy is a stable drop in PSA below the pretreatment level.

There are classically two accepted definitions of biochemical relapse utilizing the PSA nadir following radiation therapy. The older ASTRO definition required three consecutive rises in PSA above the nadir to define recurrence. The date of the recurrence was considered halfway between the nadir and the date of the first rise [@B86]. The application of this definition was difficult in the clinical setting for several reasons to include variability in routine follow up intervals, differences in laboratory assay sensitivities and because PSA often fluctuates between values. Significant rises may be interspersed with occasional decreases of little clinical significance. Some PSA failures take a "saw tooth" upward trend in which larger rises are followed by small declines.

A second consensus panel came up with an easier, Phoenix definition which simply deems a PSA \> 2ng/mL above the nadir as a biochemical recurrence. The date of recurrence is the time the rise in PSA is noted [@B87].

Many papers have found significance in predicting biochemical freedom of disease based on specific nadir thresholds [@B88]-[@B91]. If the PSA nadir is below the threshold which predicts for a positive biochemical control rate, one interprets that the treatment was successful and the patient is biochemically disease free. If the PSA nadir is above the predictive threshold, but is remaining consistent and not rising, then the treatment is still deemed successful and the patient remains NED; however, the likelihood of remaining NED is reduced [@B88]-[@B91]. These thresholds have ranged from 0.2 to as high as 4.0 ng/mL [@B88]. A multi-institutional study was performed in which data on 4833 patients treated with definitive radiation therapy without androgen suppression were analyzed. PSA nadir groups included 0.0-0.49, 0.5-0.99, 1.0- 1.99, and \>/= 2.0. The 8 year PSA disease free survival rate was 75%, 52%, 41%, and 18% respectively [@B88].

In addition to threshold of PSA nadir, time to nadir has been previously reported to affect outcomes [@B92]-[@B95]. In the same multi-institutional study just mentioned, their results showed that longer times to nadir actually predicted improved PSA disease free survival. Cut off points of 0-5.9, 6.0 -11.9, 12.0-23.9 and \>24 months showed the 8 yr PSA disease free survival of 27%, 32%, 42%, and 74% respectively [@B88]. In fact, some patients in this study actually did not reach PSA nadir for \> 6 yrs.

### Brachytherapy

PSA nadir following interstitial brachytherapy for prostate cancer may also exhibit similar kinetics. A retrospective study from Mount Sinai medical center of over 900 patients receiving brachytherapy found that PSA nadirs of \<0.5ng/mL were associated with an improved 5 year freedom from biochemical failure of 23.8% (95.2% vs. 71.5%) compared with PSA nadirs above 0.5 ng/mL. This study also showed significance in time to nadir; however, their analysis predicted improved freedom from biochemical relapse when PSA nadir was achieved in less than 5 yrs of 15.9% compared with PSA nadir occurring greater than 5 yrs after treatment (96.7% vs. 80.8%) [@B96]. Zelefsky et al. in a multi-institutional study of long term outcomes for prostate cancer treated with permanent seed implant showed similar results at 8 years with a declining PSA relapse free survival for PSA nadir above 0.5 ng/mL [@B97].

PSA nadir is an important clinical outcome measure after radiation therapy because the nadir forms the basis from which relapse is defined. PSA bounce, a transient rise in PSA that does not represent recurrence and is temporary, will be discussed in the next section on challenges of monitoring treatment response.

### Cryoablation

No clear consensus exists for the definition of biochemical failure after primary cryoablation of prostate cancer. Undetectable PSA, while often achievable is not typically the goal as some benign tissue will usually remain viable after the procedure. One yardstick for short-term success is PSA nadir, but there are at least two acceptable levels considered to be successful. Ellis demonstrated that 84% achieved nadir ≤0.4ng/ml while Hubosky et al demonstrated successful treatment in 93% using ≤0.4 as the measure of success and using a stricter criteria of nadir ≤0.1, 82% reached nadir [@B98],[@B99]. Other measures of success include using ASTRO criteria of 3 successive rises above nadir. Bahn et al reported 7 year outcomes using a combination of second and third generation cryoablation equipment and found success rates of about 90% [@B100]. More recently, Pitman et al found that using the Phoenix criteria of nadir + 2ng/ml was the most predictive of biopsy-proven local failure [@B101]. While randomized prospective trials including cryoablation with other forms of primary treatment for prostate cancer are lacking, these retrospective reports indicate that cryoablation can be successful and success rates, while not directly comparable seem to be reasonable.

Challenges in Monitoring Treatment Response after Radiation Therapy
-------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the most difficult challenges of monitoring treatment response after radiation therapy is the phenomenon known as PSA bounce. This can occur after any form of radiation therapy and is characterized by a transient rise of PSA in the absence of recurrent disease. It can be observed in up to \> 80 % of patients treated with radiation if no limits are placed on its definition [@B102]. When PSA bounce is restricted to a specific rise then the number of those that experience it is reduced dramatically. In the same multi-institutional analysis previously mentioned in which external radiation was the treatment modality, PSA bounce was defined as a minimum rise of 0.4 ng/mL over a period of 6 months. The bounce phenomenon occurred in 978 patients (20%). Of those patients that experienced a bounce, approximately one quarter of them experienced two bounces. The effect of experiencing a bounce predicted for an increased risk of biochemical failure by approximately 14% (58% vs. 72%) at 10 years [@B88]. This is not the case in other reported analysis in which the bounce phenomenon was associated with improved biochemical outcomes [@B103].

The difficulty with the bounce phenomenon is trying to distinguish it from biochemical progression. With time, a bounce will declare itself and return to nadir however the elevation can last for a year or longer. Additionally, some bounce magnitudes may actually exceed the threshold for defining biochemical failure [@B103],[@B104]. It is important to reassure the patient and practitioner not to assume a PSA rise is evidence of recurrent or persistent disease. With newer imaging modalities on the horizon, this distinction may become less problematic; however, currently, imaging advances have not developed to a point that can reliably measure treatment response.

An additional concern regarding the monitoring of patients following radiation therapy is the contribution of benign and malignant elements to serum PSA. In a study of prostate tissue following radiation therapy, no cases of recurrent tumor with marker negative tissue were identified. However, benign prostate cells appear to sustain enough damage to lose the capacity to produce certain proteins. This may explain the lower than anticipated serum PSA levels in some patients who progress after radiation [@B105].

The lack of imaging to accurately measure treatment response is yet another challenge with prostate cancer. Although ultrasound, CT scans and MRI\'s have all been used in one form or another to attempt to detect extent of disease, they all lack sensitivity and specificity to be reliable. Advancements in imaging of prostate cancer are an area of great interest.

Current Approaches in Monitoring Treatment Response in Metastatic Disease
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

According to the NCCN guidelines, the frequency of clinical monitoring is determined by the response to initial androgen deprivation therapy, radiation therapy or systemic therapy [@B2]. Follow-up evaluation of these patients should include a history and physical examination, DRE and PSA determination every 3 to six months.

PSA remains a useful tool in monitoring treatment response in metastatic disease. PSA progression in metastatic disease has been recognized to herald clinical progression [@B106]. Thus, therapeutic decisions are influenced by an increasing PSA. PSA remains an integral part of monitoring treatment response in metastatic disease because it is used to identify castration-resistant disease. One of the first clinical presentations of castration-resistance occurs in a patient with a rising PSA despite medical or surgical castration. This is typically defined as a patient with a rising PSA and no radiologic evidence of metastatic prostate cancer. The Prostate Cancer Clinical Trials Working Group 2 defines PSA failure as a rising PSA that is greater than 2ng/mL higher than the nadir; the rise has to be at least 25% over nadir and the rise has to be confirmed by a second PSA at least three weeks later [@B107]. In addition, the patient is required to have castrate levels of testosterone (\< 50 ng/mL) and no radiographic evidence of metastatic disease.

Currently the role of imaging in monitoring treatment response in prostate cancer is not well established and there are currently no widely accepted guidelines that exist to recommend how often to image or what image modality to use in the setting of metastatic prostate cancer. The primary use of imaging techniques in advanced/metastatic prostate cancer currently is in the evaluation of new symptoms. Bone scans are readily used, but in the setting of a positive scan other modalities such as plain films, CT scans or MRI are usually used to correlate the findings.

Current Challenges in Monitoring Treatment Response in Metastatic Disease
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

PSA was first introduced as a way to monitor response to treatment in prostate cancer. The main advantage of PSA testing is the high sensitivity of the marker. However, given the normal expression of PSA in benign conditions such as benign prostatic hyperplasia and prostatitis it has a lower specificity. In high-risk and metastatic disease often times a very aggressive prostate cancer may have a discordantly low PSA. A prostate cancer cell population has been identified that harbors self-renewing long-term tumor-propagating cells that are refractory to stresses including androgen deprivation which may be a source of castration-resistant prostate cancer cells [@B108]. Thus, there may be circumstances in which PSA is potentially an inadequate way to monitor treatment response in very advanced disease.

Bone is the most common site of metastasis in prostate cancer accounting for up to 90% cases [@B109]. Imaging treatment response in metastatic prostate cancer has been difficult. While bone scans remain the mainstay of diagnosis of initial spread to bone, most guidelines currently only recommend them in symptomatic men or in asymptomatic men with a PSA of \> 20ng/ml [@B2],[@B6]. Because bone scans image the osteoblastic effect of the cancer on the skeleton and not tumor proliferation, false positives may occur from non-prostate cancer-related conditions making monitoring treatment response challenging [@B110]. Furthermore, bone turnover, as a result of chemotherapy or androgen deprivation therapy, may increase for a period of time [@B111]. The sensitivity of bone scans in this setting is questionable and can lead to misdiagnosis of new metastasis. FDG-PET, the most common form of PET, uses the tracer ^18^F-flouro-2-deoxy-2-D-glucose (FDG) which is an indicator of glycolytic activity in cancer cells. Cancer cells have increased metabolism and utilize the less-efficient glycolytic pathway which leads to increased glucose-analogue uptake [@B112]. However, the use of FDG-PET imaging in prostate cancer has two major drawbacks. First, prostate cancer has a low metabolic glucose activity and second, urinary excretion of FDG results in high bladder activity that can mask tumor [@B113]. The sensitivity of FDG-PET for detecting prostate cancer metastatic to bone varies between 18 and 75% [@B114].

Future Directions in Monitoring Treatment Response
==================================================

Active Surveillance
-------------------

Optimizing the selection criteria for men best-suited for active surveillance is currently being debated. Biomarkers have been shown to possess many important applications including use as a diagnostic to help diagnose, as a tool for determining extent of disease, for monitoring disease response to an intervention and as an indicator for prognosis [@B115]. The most useful biomarkers to be applied in Active surveillance will be those with the ability to determine extent of disease to decide if active surveillance is appropriate and those that determine disease progression to help determine if definitive treatment should be pursued. While potential biomarkers are not difficult to identify by "mass" assays in the lab, it will take time for any of these to be verified in clinical practice. While the prospect of these potential markers is exciting, caution and patience should always be employed when evaluating these potential additions to our prostate cancer armamentarium.

### Prostate Cancer Antigen 3 (PCA3)

Prostate cancer antigen 3 (PCA3) is currently being investigated as a potential criterion for active surveillance. PCA 3 is a gene that expresses a non-coding RNA. It is only exclusively expressed in prostate tissue and is highly overexpressed in prostate cancer [@B116],[@B117]. PCA3 detection has been shown to be associated with serum PSA levels, which showed 28-fold higher chances for cancer occurrence, with 92% specificity and 94% positive predictive value [@B118]. Ploussard et al prospectively studied 106 consecutive low-risk prostate cancer patients who underwent PCA3 urine test prior to prostatectomy [@B119]. The PCA3 score was strongly correlated with the tumour volume in a linear regression analysis (p\<0.001, r=0.409). The risk of having a cancer ≥0.5 cm and a significant prostate cancer was increased three-fold in men with a PCA3 score of ≥25 compared with men with a PCA3 score of \<25 with most active surveillance biopsy criteria used. There was a trend towards higher PCA3 scores in patients with unfavourable and non-organ-confined disease and Gleason \>6 cancers. In a multivariate analysis taking into account each active surveillance criterion, a high PCA3 score (≥25) was an important predictive factor for tumour volume ≥0.5 cm and significant prostate cancer. PCA3 may, in the future have utility as a tumor marker to further improve our selection criteria for choosing men who are appropriate candidates for active surveillance.

### Glutathione S-transferase P1 (GSTP1)

When monitoring patients under active surveillance, if the PSA increases it is important to know if that increase is a result of progressing prostate cancer or an increase in benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH). Glutathione S-transferase P1 is a member of an enzyme family that conjugates reactive substrates with reduced glutathione and are involved in detoxification and protecting cells from oxidative stress [@B120]. GSTP1 is very sensitive in detecting prostate cancer and prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia and its increased hypermethylation in neoplastic events can consistently distinguish between cancer and BPH [@B121]. If it increases during a surveillance program, this may be another indication to consider treatment.

### Prostate-specific Membrane Antigen (PSMA)

Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is a cell surface membrane. It is a type II integral membrane protein that remains cytosolic in normal prostate cells, but has been shown to translocate to the plasma membrane in prostate cancer cells [@B122]. PSMA levels are higher in prostate cancer and metastatic disease and appear to be up-regulated in patients with prostate cancer subsequent to androgen deprivation therapy [@B123]. The downside to PSMA as a biomarker is that it seems to increase with increasing age potentially decreasing its sensitivity [@B124].

### Sarcosine

Sarcosine (N-methyl glycine) is a ubiquitous N-methyl derivative of glycine. It was found in 2009 that levels were increased in the urine and blood in invasive prostate cancer cell lines and it was postulated that it may stimulate the growth of benign prostate cells [@B125]. It was also shown that by inhibiting the enzymatic step which catalyzes the production of sarcosine from glycine, prostate cancer cells were less likely to be invasive. Furthermore, up-regulating this enzymatic step increased the aggressiveness of the disease [@B126].

### Imaging

It is estimated that between 25 to 84% of patients treated for prostate cancer (PCa) will not succumb to their disease should they be left untreated. In other words, they have a clinically insignificant form of the disease [@B127]-[@B129]. Therefore, in order to help discern between patients with insignificant disease and patients in need of treatment, a sensitive and specific imaging modality is needed.

For many years, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), supplemented by MR spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) has been used in the diagnosis and staging of prostate cancer. The internal anatomy of the prostate demonstrates excellent differential soft tissue contrast on T2-weighted images. The signal intensity of the normal peripheral zone is very high on T2 because there is higher water content there. If the prostate cancer is in the peripheral zone, a low signal intensity focus is always present on T2-weighted image, resulting in a high sensitivity of detection. Unfortunately, the specificity of the low T2 signal foci in the peripheral zone is not great (54-84%) since these low signal foci may be seen in patients with focal infection, inflammation, bleed or post treatment changes [@B130],[@B131]. MRSI is a MR technique that is capable of detection and quantification of normal and cancer related chemical compounds in the prostate gland. Normal prostate contains a large amount of citrate and a small amount of choline. In contrast, prostatic adenocarcinoma contains a low level of citrate and a large quantity of choline. Therefore, MRSI provides information which helps to differentiate normal prostatic tissue or other diseases from adenocarcinoma, resulting in an improved specificity. However, combination of T2WI and MRSI in the diagnosis of prostate cancer only achieves sensitivity 68% to 73% and specificity 70% to 80% [@B131],[@B132]. For low volume and low grade prostate cancer, the accuracy is even lower.

Recent advances of MR techniques have made prostate MR imaging much different than it was 5 or 10 years ago. This improvement is mainly attributed to the addition of diffusion weighted imaging and dynamic contrast enhanced imaging (perfusion) to the prostate MR protocol. Diffusion-weighted MR imaging is a powerful clinical tool, as it allows assessment of tissue cellularity. In prostate cancer, the cellularity in the lesion is very high, which limits the movement of water molecules. Therefore, in a patient with prostate cancer, the lesion usually appears dark on apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps and normal tissue appears bright [@B133],[@B134]. Furthermore, ADC values correlate with Gleason scores. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) is a valuable tool in providing a map of blood flow of the prostate gland, which is increased with more vascular permeability in prostate cancer. DCE-MRI consists of a series of axial T1WI gradient echo sequences covering the entire prostate during and after IV bolus injection of gadolinium-based contrast medium. In recent studies, DCE-MRI of the prostate gland has been shown to provide excellent information of enhancement that is useful for both the detection and the staging of prostate cancer [@B135],[@B136]. Because all the MR imaging techniques we have discussed have their strengths and shortcomings, they are combined in a multiparametric MR imaging (mp-MRI) prostate examination to increase accuracy. Therefore, a multiparametric MR imaging prostate examination is a MR technique with T1- and T2-weighted imaging combined with one or more functional MR imaging (DWI/ADC, DCE and MRSI). Recent study has demonstrated that combination of the three MR imaging will achieve a sensitivity of 96% and specificity of 96% in the detection of prostate cancer [@B137].

Predicting insignificant prostate cancer is important in the identification of patients who are ideal for active surveillance (AS). Since the diagnostic accuracy of prostate cancer at mp-MRI is very high (\>90%), this imaging technique has been increasingly used in patients on AS. First, mp-MRI can help in selecting AS candidates. Several reports have been published using DWI/ADC to estimate the aggressiveness of a tumor [@B138],[@B139]. If mp-MRI demonstrates no clinically significant or aggressive tumor, the patient will be an ideal candidate for AS. In addition, clinical low-risk patients may still harbor significant disease, not detected by TRUS biopsy (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Up to 35% of men on active surveillance (AS) for clinically localized prostate cancer will experience biopsy reclassification during follow-up [@B140]. However, a non-suspicious MRI is highly correlated with a lack of path-index lesions in an AS population [@B140]. Second, mp-MRI can provide serial information of the tumor under active surveillance. If a low grade prostate tumor can be identified at mp-MRI, a follow- up (likely 12 months) mp-MRI will provide information of the size and appearance of the lesion (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). If the lesion is stable, the patient will likely continue to stay on AS. In contrast, trans- rectal ultrasound (TRUS) guided prostate biopsy for patients on AS has been suboptimal because the yearly biopsy results for these patients may be very different, creating a lot of confusion and frustration among physicians and patients [@B141]. If the lesion on follow-up mp-MRI shows an increase in size and / or aggressiveness, MRI directed TRUS or MRI guided prostate biopsy can be performed. The result of the biopsy will guide the future direction of the patient\'s treatment.

Surgery and Radiation Therapy
-----------------------------

### Supersensitive PSA

Although the ultrasensitive PSA assays (Third generation) that are currently common, measure PSA to 0.01ng/mL, the presence of prostate cancer still can be missed. Newer tests are enabling earlier cancer detection with 4^th^ and 5^th^ generation assays measuring down to 0.00005ng/mL [@B142]. The question will be what to do with this information once it is available. Initiating salvage therapies at these levels has not been reported but the possibility provokes interest and further study.

### Genomic Predictors on the Horizon

Intermediate risk prostate cancer is problematic because of the varied response to treatment. Unlike low risk and high risk disease, intermediate risk prostate cancer can often be under or over treated. Novel biologic and genetic prognosticators are being investigated to help individualize therapy. The University of Toronto and the Ontario Cancer Institute/Princess Margaret Hospital found significant genetic alterations in prostate cancer biopsy specimens of c-MYC, PCSA, and NKX3.1 of which the NKX3.1 alone and in concert with c-MYC was significantly associated with biochemical relapse free rate [@B143].

### New Potential Markers

Most solid tumors possess cellular abnormalities that involve either the nuclear and/or extracellular matrix. Periostin a component of the extracellular matrix, is a protein produced by fibroblasts. Periostin (POSTN) can act as a tumor promoter or as a tumor suppressor gene and is currently being studied in the context of prostate cancer. High stromal expression was associated with increased extracapsular extension on prostatectomy specimens and a shorter survival. However, very low POSTN scores were associated with a shorter PSA-free survival as well, which supports its role as both a promoter and suppressor gene [@B144]. Further understanding of this interesting marker may play a role in customizing prostate cancer treatment.

### Imaging

Local recurrence of prostate cancer after radical prostatectomy (RP) is very frequent, affecting 20-50 % of patients after RP during a 10-year follow-up [@B145],[@B146]. When PSA relapse has been diagnosed, it is essential to determine whether the recurrence has developed at distant or local sites for the relevant treatment planning; hormone therapy for systemic disease and external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) for local recurrence. Recently mp-MRI has emerged as an important diagnostic tool in detecting local recurrence of prostate cancer after RP. Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) has proved to be the most reliable technique in detecting local recurrence, even though T2WI is necessary for every MR study (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) and DWI can be proposed as a reliable alternative [@B147],[@B148]. The use of mp-MRI is likely to increase in this clinical setting every year, as there are no good alternative modalities currently available.

Radiation therapy is one of the major treatment options for achieving curative treatment of local disease. Thirty percent of cases treated with radiation therapy will suffer biochemical failure within 5 years of completing therapy [@B149]. However, biochemical recurrence does not differentiate local recurrence from systemic disease. Since local recurrence may be amenable to salvage prostatectomy, salvage brachytherapy or newer minimally invasive approaches such as cryotherapy or high-intensity focused ultrasound, this distinction between local recurrence and systemic disease is crucial. As we all know that the nonspecificity of PSA fluctuations for early recurrence is very common, a reliable imaging technique is of particular value if it is capable to detect local recurrence. Many recent studies show a great role for mp-MRI in detecting local recurrence following external beam radiation therapy or brachytherapy [@B150],[@B151], Because radiation-induced anatomic changes such as diffuse T2 signal hypointensity in the gland and indistinctness of the normal zonal anatomy limit the utility of conventional

morphologic evaluations with T2-weighted MRI, functional prostate MRI (DWI, DCE and MRSI) has been proven repeatedly to be an accurate imaging technique in detecting local recurrence [@B150]-[@B152]. Furthermore, mp-MRI can also be used in monitoring the response following focal salvage brachytherapy (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**).

Metastatic Disease
------------------

### Imaging

The future application of PET in the monitoring of treatment response in metastatic prostate cancer will utilize new tracers more specific to prostate such as antibodies to such prostate specific molecules as prostate-specific membrane antigen. Gene expression imaging and imaging of cell trafficking during adoptive immunotherapy will be developed. Currently, new tracers are being investigated. ^11^C-methionine differentiates tumor from normal tissue due to elevated protein synthesis [@B153]. New choline and acetate tracers are also being investigated including 11C-acetate, 11C-choline and 18F-choline which have shown promise in imaging prostate cancer metastases [@B154].

### Biomarkers

Biomarkers have been shown to possess many important applications including use as a diagnostic to help diagnose, as a tool for determining extent of disease, for monitoring disease response to an intervention and as an indicator for prognosis [@B115]. The most useful biomarkers to be applied in metastatic disease will be those with the ability to determine or predict castration-resistance, aggressiveness of disease and response to treatment.

### Plasma miRNAs

MicroRNAs are key regulators of many biological processes and may be used as clinical marker of disease. In one recent study, 10 prospective miRNA candidates were identified as potential biomarkers to differentiate between localized prostate cancer and metastatic castration resistant prostate cancer [@B155]. While no single miRNA alone differentiated the two disease states, combinations had greater sensitivity and specificity indicating the potential of a future RNA assay that may help us clinically determine those at-risk for castration resistant disease.

### APC methylation

A study evaluating 218 human prostate tissue samples (106 benign prostatic hyperplasia and 112 prostate cancer) were assessed and the methylation of adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) was analyzed by quantitative pyrosequencing [@B156]. The sensitivity and specificity of APC methylation status differentiating between prostate cancer and BPH reached 89.3% and 98.1%, respectively. The APC methylation level correlated positively with Gleason grade.

### Bone Turnover Markers (BAP and uNTX)

The bone-forming metastases of prostate cancer are the result of complex interactions within the microenvironment. Autocrine-paracrine signaling pathways between prostate cancer epithelium, osteoblasts and osteoclasts stimulate aberrant bone remodeling and it is postulated that these interactions can be quantitatively measured using bone-specific alkaline phosphatase (BAP) and urine N-telopeptide (uNTX) [@B157]. It was shown that baseline levels of BAP were prognostic in both androgen-dependent and castrate-resistant disease. A reduction in BAP, uNTX or BAP/uNTX on therapy was predictive of overall survival in both patient groups.

Conclusions
===========

The current state of monitoring treatment response in prostate cancer has not fundamentally changed since the incorporation of PSA as a biomarker in clinical use in the 1980s. While there are challenges with our current approaches, especially with regard to imaging this disease, we seem to be standing on a precipice with regard to both imaging and biomarkers that will soon take us to a new level in our ability, to not only monitor treatment response, but also to enable us to choose the most appropriate treatment. Knowing when not to treat prostate cancer is just as important as knowing which treatment to choose and we are developing tools that will aid us in choosing the right path for our patients.

![Large lesion at the right apex missed by TRUS biopsy in a patient for pre-active surveillance screening. (a) Axial T2WI shows a large well defined mass at the right apex (arrows). (b) ADC map demonstrates the mass with low ADC value (arrows). (c) DCE shows the mass with rapid contrast wash-in and -out (red color) of the mass (arrows). (d) MRSI shows elevated choline peaks of the mass (arrows). Surgery confirmed PCa Gleason score 8.](jcav05p0003g001){#F1}

![A small prostate cancer Gleason score 6 at the right mid PZ in a patient for AS. (a) (a) Axial T2WI shows a small low T2 signal intensity lesion at the right mid (arrow). (b) ADC map demonstrates a small low ADC signal intensity lesion at the right mid (arrow). (c) DCE demonstrates a small lesion at the right mid with contrast wash in and out (arrow).](jcav05p0003g002){#F2}

![Small recurrence in the left prostate surgical bed in a patient status post radical prostatectomy with a recent elevation of PSA to 0.21ng/ml. (a) Axial T2WI shows a small mass with slightly high T2 signal (arrow) relative in the left prostate surgical bed. (b) DCE shows the lesion with rapid contrast wash-in and -out (arrow) consistent with a focal recurrence.](jcav05p0003g003){#F3}

![Small recurrence in the right seminal vesicle (confirmed by MRI guided biopsy) in a patient status post internal radiation seeds treatment with an elevation of PSA to 2.7 ng/ml. Focal salvage brachytherapy was performed later on. (a) Axial T2WI shows a small low T2 signal intensity lesion (arrow) in the right seminal vesicle (SV). (b) ADC map demonstrates a small low ADC signal intensity lesion (arrow) in the right seminal vesicle (SV). (c) DCE shows the lesion with rapid contrast wash-in and -out (arrow) in the right seminal vesicle (SV). (d) Axial T2WI shows the small low T2 signal intensity lesion (arrow) surrounded by radiation seeds (seeds) in the right seminal vesicle (SV). (e) ADC map demonstrates no diffusion restriction at the site of the lesion (arrow) in the right seminal vesicle (SV). (f) DCE shows the lesion with disappearance of abnormal contrast enhancement (arrow) in the right seminal vesicle (SV) after focal salvage brachytherapy.](jcav05p0003g004){#F4}

###### 

TNM Staging For Prostate Cancer

  Tx              cannot evaluate the primary tumor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------- -- --
  **T1**          tumor present, but not detectable clinically or with imaging                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                  **T1a**                                                                                                                                                             tumor was incidentally found in less than 5% of prostate tissue resected (for other reasons)                                   
                  **T1b**                                                                                                                                                             tumor was incidentally found in greater than 5% of prostate tissue resected                                                    
                  **T1c**                                                                                                                                                             tumor was found in a needle biopsy performed due to an elevated serum PSA                                                      
  **T2**          the tumor can be felt (palpated) on examination, but has not spread outside the prostate                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                  **T2a**                                                                                                                                                             the tumor is in half or less than half of one of the prostate gland\'s two lobes                                               
                  **T2b**                                                                                                                                                             the tumor is in more than half of one lobe, but not both                                                                       
                  **T2c**                                                                                                                                                             the tumor is in both lobes but within the prostatic capsule                                                                    
  **T3**          the tumor has spread through the prostatic capsule (if it is only part-way through, it is still T2)                                                                                                                                                                                                
                  **T3a**                                                                                                                                                             the tumor has spread through the capsule on one or both sides                                                                  
                  **T3b**                                                                                                                                                             the tumor has invaded one or both seminal vesicles                                                                             
  **T4**          tumor is fixed or invades adjacent structures other than seminal vesicles: such as external sphincter, rectum, bladder, levator muscles, and/or pelvic side wall.                                                                                                                                  
  **Nx**          cannot evaluate the regional lymph nodes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  **N0**          there has been no spread to the regional lymph nodes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  **N1**          there has been spread to the regional lymph nodes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  **Mx**          cannot evaluate distant metastasis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  **M0**          there is no distant metastasis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **M1**          there is distant metastasis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  **M1a**                                                                                                                                                             the cancer has spread to lymph nodes beyond the regional ones                                                                  
                  **M1b**                                                                                                                                                             the cancer has spread to bone                                                                                                  
                  **M1c**                                                                                                                                                             the cancer has spread to other sites (regardless of bone involvement)                                                          
  **Gx**          cannot assess grade                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  **G1**          the tumor closely resembles normal tissue (Gleason 2-4)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  **G2**          the tumor somewhat resembles normal tissue (Gleason 5-6)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  **G3-4**        the tumor resembles normal tissue barely or not at all (Gleason 7-10)                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  **Stage**       **Tumor**                                                                                                                                                           **Nodes**                                                                                      **Metastases**   **Grade**      
  **Stage I**     T1a                                                                                                                                                                 N0                                                                                             M0               G 1            
  **Stage II**    T1a                                                                                                                                                                 N0                                                                                             M0               G 2-4          
  T1b             N0                                                                                                                                                                  M0                                                                                             Any G                           
  T1c             N0                                                                                                                                                                  M0                                                                                             Any G                           
  T1              N0                                                                                                                                                                  M0                                                                                             Any G                           
  T2              N0                                                                                                                                                                  M0                                                                                             Any G                           
  **Stage III**   T3                                                                                                                                                                  N0                                                                                             M0               Any G          
  **Stage IV**    T4                                                                                                                                                                  N0                                                                                             M0               Any G          
  Any T           N1                                                                                                                                                                  M0                                                                                             Any G                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

###### 

Risk stratification for men with localized prostate cancer.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Risk Stratification     PSA                                 Gleason Score   Clinical Stage                                              
  ----------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----- -----------
  **Very Low Risk**       \< 10 ng/ml\                        and             ≤ 6\                                                  and   T1-T2a
                          (and PSA density \< 0.15 ng/ml/g)                   (and \< 3 positive cores and ≤ 50% of any one core)         

  **Low Risk**            \< 10 ng/ml                         and             ≤ 6                                                   and   T1-T2a

  **Intermediate Risk**   10-20 ng/ml                         or              7                                                     or    T2b-T2c

  **High Risk**           \>20 ng/ml                          or              8-10                                                  or    T3a

  **Very High Risk**                                                                                                                      T3b or T4
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Standard treatment options based on tumor stage recommended by all guidelines.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TNM Staging                                                                                       Standard Treatment Options
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Stage I**                                                                                       Watchful waiting or active surveillance

  Radical prostatectomy                                                                             

  External-beam radiation therapy (EBRT)                                                            

  Interstitial implantation of radioisotopes                                                        

  **Stage II**                                                                                      Watchful waiting or active surveillance

  Radical prostatectomy                                                                             

  External-beam radiation therapy (EBRT) with or without hormonal therapy                           

  Interstitial implantation of radioisotopes                                                        

  **Stage III**                                                                                     External-beam radiation therapy (EBRT) with or without hormonal therapy

  Hormonal manipulations (orchiectomy or luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone \[LH-RH\] agonist)   

  Radical prostatectomy with or without EBRT                                                        

  Watchful waiting or active surveillance                                                           

  **Stage IV**                                                                                      Hormonal manipulations

  Bisphosphonates                                                                                   

  External-beam radiation therapy (EBRT) with or without hormonal therapy                           

  Palliative radiation therapy                                                                      

  Palliative surgery with transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP)                            

  Watchful waiting or active surveillance                                                           

  **Recurrent cancer**                                                                              Chemotherapy for hormonal management of prostate cancer\
                                                                                                    Imunotherapy
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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